
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Favourite Possession: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it.. 

I LIKE pressure cooker that I BOUGHT MYSELF after my college entrance examination. I often cook MEAL in 
my free time. I recently FOUND this hobby and become absorb it. Almost every DAY I practice cooking. The 
pressure cooker was very useful for my DAILY LIFE. TODAY I will talk ABOUT HOW convenient it is. I have 
TWO REASON SUPPORT MY opinion. First, you can make EASILY FANCY dishes by USING this TOOL. As I 
said, I’m beginner in cooking. And I’m so clumsy. But it was solved by USING this TOOL. Nowadays, I 
BOUGHT high brand BEEF by MY salary that I EARNED BY working part-time-job. I used the MEAT to MAKE 
ROAST BEEF. Of COURSE, the pressure cooker was TAKE for my cooking. It became different from what I 
cooked in the past. It was so delicious The second REASON, you can save cooking time by using it. Before I 
met the pressure cooker, sometime my mother scold me BECAUSE, I spend a lot of time cooking. I couldn’t 
cook only one kind dish at one time. So my mother always have not enough time to cook the other variety 
of meal. Pressure cooker solve the problem. Cooking time has been shortened, and I can help my mother 
in addition to my own cooking.  
ACCORDING these reason I like pressure cooker. I want to be good at cooking by USING IT. 
 
 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

Pressure cooker, kitchen appliance, pot, cooker 
become absorb it  - I am / I got into it 
The pressure cooker was - the pressure cooker has been (implying very recent hobby you are doing 
frequently) 
Scold    - tell (someone) off 
 
 
I like my pressure cooker and it has become my prized possession. Although I often cook meals in my free 
time, I only started this hobby recently. I bought my pressure cooker with my own money after completing 
all my university entrance examinations as I thought it a useful way to cook quickly. However, I have found 
that I am really into cooking and practice every day. The pressure cooker has been a very useful kitchen 
appliance and has helped my daily life in two ways. 
 
First of all, using this pot is really convenient. You can make all kinds of dishes easily. Although I am a 
beginner when it comes to cooking, using this cooker has made me become more adventurous in the food 
I make. For example, the other day, I bought high quality beef with the salary I earnt from my part-time 
job. I experimented and actually made roast beef using my pressure cooker. Surprisingly, what I made was 
so good and so different from what I used to cook in the past.  
 
The second reason for buying this pot is that you can save a lot of time when cooking. Before, my mother 
would often tell me off because I spent a long time cooking and to make only one kind of dish at a time. As 
a result, my mother would always struggle to cook others dishes as she didn’t have much time to make 
them after I had finished. The pressure cooker really solved this problem. The cooking time to make meals 
had been drastically cut and now I actually have more time to help my mother with her dishes.  And so, I 
love my pressure cooker as it has helped my daily life. 
 



 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
 
I like my pressure cooker / and it has become my prized possession. // Although I often cook meals in my 
free time,/  I only started this hobby recently. // I bought my pressure cooker / with my own money / after 
completing all my university entrance examinations / as I thought it a useful way to cook quickly. // 
However, / I have found that I am really into cooking / and practice every day. // The pressure cooker has 
been a very useful kitchen appliance / and has helped my daily life in two ways. // 
 
First of all, / using this pot is really convenient. // You can make all kinds of dishes easily. // Although I am a 
beginner / when it comes to cooking, / using this cooker has made me become more adventurous / in the 
food I make. // For example,/ the other day, / I bought high quality beef / with the salary I earnt from my 
part-time job.// I experimented/ and actually made roast beef / using my pressure cooker.// Surprisingly, / 
what I made was so good / and so different from what I used to cook / in the past.//  
 
The second reason for buying this pot / is that you can save a lot of time when cooking.// Before, / my 
mother would often tell me off / because I spent a long time cooking / and to make only one kind of dish at 
a time. // As a result, / my mother would always struggle / to cook others dishes/ as she didn’t have much 
time to make them / after I had finished. // The pressure cooker really solved this problem. // The cooking 
time to make meals had been drastically cut / and now I actually have more time / to help my mother with 
her dishes. // And so, / I love my pressure cooker / as it has helped my daily life.// 
 


